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Week 19 Lesson: 

Light Your Path with Truth 

 

Man stands on the glory of his own soul, the infinite, the eternal, the deathless—that soul which 

no instruments can pierce, which no air can dry, no fire burn, no water melt, the infinite, the 

birthless, the deathless, without beginning and without end, before whose magnitude the suns 

and moons and all their systems appear like drops in the ocean, before whose glory space melts 

away into nothingness and time vanishes into non-existence. This glorious soul we must believe 

in. Out of that will come power.  –Swami Vivekananda
1
 

To live a dharmic life, a life in harmony with the divine law and purpose that upholds the universe, 

insight into the nature of truth is necessary. Dharma, as divine order, rests on absolute Truth; it is 

concomitant with it. Understanding the coexistent relationship between truth and dharma shines 

a light upon our path of right knowledge and right action. Where do we begin? We begin by 

exploring what truth is, which is exploring what we are, what this life is.  

According to the teachings of yoga, one absolute Reality is the source and substance of all that 

exists. This Reality has both a transcendent aspect and an immanent, or creative, aspect. 

Transcendent absolute Reality is ever conscious, still, unmoving, and unchanging. This absolute 

Reality is pure existence-being, the conscious ground of all that is. It is free of qualities or 

anything that would influence or constrain it. It never changes. It is unbounded and unlimited. 

Everything that lives, moves, and changes—all of creation—arises from this pure, conscious, 

existence.  

That which arises as creation, which moves and changes, is Reality’s immanent or creative aspect. 

The creative aspect of Reality includes qualities that allow creation to occur. However, the 

qualities and changes required for the creative process do not influence or change the Source. 

																																																													
1
 Swami Vivekananda, quoted in Teachings of Yoga, translated and edited by Georg Feuerstein, (Boston: Shambhala, 

1997) p. 93 
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Yet, the creative process is sustained by the pervasive existence of Absolute Reality. It is the 

Source and the Substance—both the ground of being and its manifestation. The yogic insights 

about the nature of Truth are tied to this cosmology of life and its source. Knowledge of what is 

true stems from this view of Reality. Truth and Reality are synonymous, inseparable. What does 

that have to do with us? With how we live every day? Everything.  

 

Taking Refuge in Truth 

An ancient yogic scripture, the Mahanirvana-Tantra, states: There is no virtue greater than truth; 

no error greater than falsehood. Therefore one should take refuge in truth with his or her entire 

self. Worship without truth is worthless; prayer without truth is likewise worthless—like planting 

seed in salty earth. The nature of truth is the supreme Absolute. Truth is the most excellent 

discipline…Nothing is superior to truth.
2
 

Taking refuge in truth is the daily, persistent practice of remembering our essential nature as 

absolute Reality, as eternal Spirit, the divine Self. To know the truth of the Self is the greatest 

support of all. Just as the universe rests upon the ground of pure existence Being, that absolute 

Reality which is ever conscious and pure, so that which we are in expression—our individual body 

and mind—rests upon that same spiritual ground of being. We are pure Spirit, supremely 

conscious, birthless, and deathless, being. That is the absolute Truth of what we are.  

The relative truth of what we are is everything that is in expression, everything that moves and 

changes which includes our body, mind, and all of the roles we play. All of that is subject to 

change and therefore is not the absolute Truth of what we are. We ever remain That which is 

unchanging. We are the conscious witness—ever awake, infinite in power and potential, 

unbounded, and free.  

When we come to understand these two levels of existence—absolute and relative—we can also 

see that our thoughts, speech, and actions may be grounded in one or the other. We may be 

																																																													
2
 Adapted from verse quoted in Teachings of Yoga, The Mahanirvana-Tantra,  ibid. p. 129 
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aware of our true nature as unchanging Spirit, or we may be caught up in identifying with the 

body or the mind with its cares and limitations. The viewpoint connected to the absolute Truth of 

our being knows our potential as unlimited and our true Self as infinitely resourceful. The 

viewpoint connected to relative truth—all of the thoughts and beliefs about the material nature 

of our existence—sees our potential as inherently limited. One perspective opens the heart and 

the mind to the divine influence, the other sets us on a trajectory of striving and struggle.  

 

Lighting Our Path is Remembering Our True Self 

Before I met my Guru, Roy Eugene Davis, I was given a copy of his magazine, Truth Journal, which 

contained several articles about spiritual living. I was a complete novice at the time, a person with 

no knowledge of yoga philosophy. I remember wondering how he could possibly title his 

magazine Truth! I questioned how he could be so certain that what he was offering as a teaching 

was “the” Truth. Once I began to study, I understood that his magazine was pointing to absolute 

Truth; it pointed to the truth of existence, the reality of our being. It wasn’t claiming to be a 

special teaching, something “more true” than some other. It was a study in that Truth which is 

the underlying Reality of all. As the sages of the Rig Veda noted, “Truth is one, the sages call it by 

many names.” It is That.  

He introduced me to the way that Truth exists and expresses with both absolute and relative 

components. And, most importantly, he helped me awaken to the absolute Truth of my own Self. 

Now I can rely on that divine Self as the source of my unbounded existence and potential. 

Knowing this must then be translated into everyday interactions. Then it becomes realization. We 

know it and we are able to live it. Realization of the truth of our being shows up in how we 

experience and face the circumstances of our life every day. 

I recently injured my hand and needed two surgeries to help set the bone and support the 

healing of the tendons. At one pre-op meeting, the physician’s assistant who was giving me 

necessary instruction about how to prepare and what to expect from the surgery said to me,  
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“Your hand will always be stiff; it will never work as well as the other hand.” These are the 

moments when we can light our path with the light of Truth. I knew he was speaking at the 

relative level. I am guessing he was referring to the experience of other patients and perhaps did 

not want me to be disappointed with the results of the surgery. However, I know a deeper truth, 

which is always with me. I know my potential for healing is unlimited because my true Self is 

unlimited. His words entered my mind as information, but not as absolute Truth. 

My surgery went well, and when I went in to have the cast removed so I could begin my healing 

exercises, the hand therapist looked at my hand and remarked, “Wow, your body wants to heal 

fast!” Yes, I thought. That is true. That is its natural, unbounded inclination.  

Keep your path of life lit with divine remembrance. Remember the ultimate truth of your being. 

Stand on the glory of your soul and know true power.  
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Lesson Journal: 

What is my understanding of truth? How has it changed over time?  

 

 

Reflect on a situation in your life where remembrance of the absolute Truth of your being can be 

a support. How do you, or will you, rely on Truth in this situation? What changes when you do? 

 

 

How does my ability to believe in myself connect to understanding the spiritual truth of my 

being?  

 

 

Can knowing the Truth be an antidote to worry?  

 

 

How does knowing the Truth empower us? Can you think of a time when you have seen this 

demonstrated? What was that like? 

 


